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Abstract 
The paper examines the China‟s bilateral trading volume with its fourteen trading 

partners by using the gravity model, and other explanatory economic factors: (gross 

domestic product) GDP, differential GDP per capita, real exchange rate, population and 

geographical distance. Among these estimated economic factors, differential GDP per 

capita is also be used as the proxy variable for the Linder effect. The data used in the 

estimation has been collected from 2001 to 2010. The results from the statistical tests 

generally are in line with the theoretical expectations; and the Linder hypothesis is 

supported. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The GDP growth of the Chinese economy has a prospective average growth rate of 

approximately 11 percent per year from 2003 to 2007. In 2010 China became the 

world‟s second largest economy (The WorldBank Indicator, 2012). Because of this 

unexpected increase in Chinese economy, its trading power has also increased sharply 

in the recent decades. This paper conducts an econometric analysis to find the 

determinants of China‟s growth as a global trading power by using bilateral trading data 

of China with its fourteen trading partners (USA, Hong Kong, Japan, Rep. of Korea, 

Germany, Netherlands, India, United Kingdom, Singapore, Australia, Italy, Brazil, 

France, and Indonesia) for the period 2001 to 2010.It particularly aims at testing the 

Linder hypothesis: countries with similar levels of income per capita will tend to have 

similar tastes, and produce similar but differentiated products and trade more among 

themselves (Linder, 1961).  

 

The chosen explanatory factors for the observed trading volumes are: GDP, population, 

exchange rate, distance, and differential GDP per capita. Estimation approach is applied 

by adopting gravity model and Linder effect. 

 

Among these factors, distance can be the most controversial factor. Brun, Carrère, 

Guillaumont and Melo (2005), for instance, explain that distance, and especially the 

transportation costs should reflect a recent declining phenomenon because of the “wave” 

of globalization. However, as indicated in many other research papers, the role of 

transportation costs tends to have a negative relation with the proportion of bilateral 

trade. This illustrates that distance plays an important role in defining the trading 

volume (Thursby & Thursby, 1987).  

 

Among the estimation results, GDP is expected to hold a positive relation with trading 

volume, whereas differential GDP per capita, real exchange rate, population and 

distance are expected to have negative effects with trading volume. 
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The gravity model has been the main estimation approach in trade studies in the past, 

and it has a long history of success in empirical analysis especially for explaining 

international trade flows (Deardorff, 1984). It estimates the pattern of bilateral trade 

flows between two countries, and how the trade pattern is directly proportional to the 

product of the countries‟ GDPs. In the last decades, the application of this model 

achieved a big revival in the research of bilateral trade relations (Wang & Winters, 1991; 

Hamilton et.al., 1992; Baldwin 1994). 

 

In the early 1900s, a factor-proportional model also known as Heckscher-Ohlin-

Smuelson (H-O-S) model (Mcpherson, Redfearn & Tieslau, 2001) was widely used. 

This model was pioneered by Eli Heckscher in 1919, and later amended by Bertil Ohlin 

(1933) and Paul Samuelson (1949). H-O-S model stresses the supply side phenomena of 

trading, but later on some researchers tried to develop an alternative model, namely, a 

model reflecting the demand side phenomena of trade. One such alternative model was 

proposed by Burenstam Linder (1961) (Mcpherson et al. 2001). 

 

The bilateral trade version of Linder hypothesis states that countries with similar levels 

of income per capita will tend to have similar tastes, eventually producing similar but 

differentiated products, and would tend to trade more amongst each other. This 

statement illustrates that a high proportional of bilateral trade occurs between countries 

with similar level of per capita income. Linder (1961，P.94) furthermore stresses that: 

„The more similar the demand structure of the two countries the more intensive 

potentially is the trade between these two countries‟ which means the amount of trades‟ 

value tend to be large and the trades happen more frequent with countries have smaller 

gap between their GDP per capita. 

 

This paper estimates the Linder effect, and the relation between bilateral trade volume 

and chosen variables (GDP, differential GDP per capita, exchange rate, population and 

distance) between each of the fourteen largest trading partners of China and China. This 

paper finds that the assumed factors do not all satisfy all of the expectations, for 

instance, the distance is expected to have a negative relation with trading volume, but 

the results show that distance holds a positive sign. 
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The gravity model and Linder effect are used with panel data analysis through both 

fixed and random-effects after conducting Unit root and Hausman tests. The bilateral 

trading value between China and its fourteen trading partners is represented as 

dependent variables which are regressed over independent variables that are the GDP, 

differential GDP per capita, real exchange rate, population, and distance of the fourteen 

Chinese trading partners. 

 

The paper is organized as followed: section 1: Introduction, section 2: Theoretical 

Framework, Section 3, Model Specification, section 4, Data and Model Estimation, 

section 5, Estimation Results, section 6, Discussion of Estimation results will be 

presented, and a conclusion in section 7.The References will be sections 8 respectively. 

 

1.2 Background 

The Chinese economy has a great potential for sustainable growth, thanks to its high 

domestic savings rate, the increase of productivity, due to reduced barriers to both 

internal and external trade, and the significant supplement of labor (Vincelette, Manoel, 

Hansson, & Kuijs, 2010). The expansion of its international trade has been a 

particularly remarkable characteristic of China‟s rising distinction in the world economy 

(Prasad, 2004). 

 

As shown in the Figure (1), the share of Chinese GDP in global aspect has a grown 

dramatically over the last thirty years. In 2001, the world economy was expanding at a 

rate of 5 percent and China only accounted for a tenth of this growth rate. However, in 

2009, the world economy gradually recovered from depression and the world‟s GDP 

growth rate return to approximately 5 percent where China contributed almost one third 

of world GDP growth, which made the country the world‟s second-largest economy 

(Hunkar, 2011, March 27). 
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Figure 1: China's GDP shares in the global GDP. 

 

           

Source: World Bank Indicators (2012) database from  year 1980 to 2010 

 

As predicted by Euromonitor International (2010, July 7), „China will overtake the USA 

to become the largest world economy in 2017‟.The global market research group writes: 

„By 2020 there will be a major shift in the global balance of economic power compared 

to 2010….Emerging economies will rise in importance and China will have overtaken 

the USA to lead the list of the world‟s top ten largest economies by GDP measured in 

PPP terms‟ (Euromonitor International, 2010, July 7). As shown in the table below, 

Euromonitor International predicts, by year 2020, the GDP of China will rise to around 

28 trillion USD. 
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Table 1: Ranking of world GDP 

Rank Country-2010 GDP (million USD) Country-2020 GDP (million 

USD) 

1 USA 14802081,00 China 28124970 

2 China 9711244,00 USA 22644910 

3 Japan 4267492,00 India 10255943 

4 India 3912911,00 Japan 6196979 

5 Germany 2861117,00 Russia 4326987 

6 Russia 2221755,00 Germany 3981033 

7 United Kingdom 2183277,00 Brazil 3868813 

8 France 2154399,00 United Kingdom 3360422 

9 Brazil 2138888,00 France 3214921 

10 Italy 1767120,00 Mexico 2838722 

Source: Euromonitor International (2010, July 7) 

 

Because of the boom in the Chinese GDP, the growth of Chinese exports and imports 

has increased noticeably by an average rate of 15 percent per year since 1979.This 

compares with a world annual of 7 percent over the same period (Prasad, 2004). Dean, 

Lovely and Wang (2009) illustrate that the trading value between China and the world 

has risen sharply-from 280.9 billion USD in 1995 to 1422.1 billion USD in 2005, a 

growth rate of about 406 percent. Based on the historical data of the Chinese world‟s 

trading volume over the past twenty years from United Nations Statistics Division 

(2012) database, the trend of China‟s trading volume has gone through a significantly 

increase.  

 

As depicted in Figure 2, in 1991, the total trading volume of China to the world was 

almost 136 billion USD; and the trading volume faced a peak of approximately 260 

billion USD in 2008. However, this increasing trend seemed to not slow down. In 2010 

the total trading volume climbed up to approximately 300 billion USD. 
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Figure 2: China's historical trading value from 1991 to 2011. 

 

  

Source: United Nations Statistics Division (2012) database from year 1991 to 2011 

 

Despite the significant increase in Chinese GDP and its trading value, there are still 

other factors which positively affect China‟s economies. According to Friedman (2005) 

in year 2000, we entered a new type of world, from small to tiny, which changed by 

individuals rather than corporations and China took the previous ears. Rumbaugh and 

Blancher (2004) depict there have been a composition and geographical pattern change 

in recent decades. The geographical changes also impact on the Chinese economy.  

 

In order to analyze the effects  that GDP, differential GDP per capita, exchange rate and 

distance bring to trading volume, this paper presents empirical results on the 

determinants of trade for China‟s top fourteen largest trading partners according to the 

2011 trading statistical data (United Nations Statistics Division, 2012).  
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2 Theoretical Framework 
The core theories used in the econometrical estimation in this paper are the gravity 

model and Linder hypothesis. Haveman and Hummels (2004) indicate the gravity 

model as one of the most commonly used methods in empirical trade research. The 

reasons for choosing the gravity model can be summed up by empirical estimations in 

the leading surveys of empirical evidence on international trade theory as follows. 

Leamer and Levinsohn (1997) give high compliment to the gravity model; they state 

that the gravity models gave the clearest and strongest empirical results. Moreover, after 

judging its ability to explain the variance of bilateral trade Deardorff (1984) concludes 

the gravity models are very successful in empirical studies. 

 

2.1 The gravity model of trade and its economic integration history 

The gravity model utilizes the gravitational force concept as an analogy to explain the 

volume of trades, capital flows and migration among the countries of the world (Zhou, 

2011). The gravity model estimates the pattern of bilateral trade flows between 

geographical entities, It also, describes the trade flow between two countries as being 

related to GDP and the distance between them (Batra, 2006). Deardorff (1998) 

illustrates that the very first gravity model was introduced by Jan Tinbergen (1962) and 

Pentti Pöyhönen (1963).They applied the model for empirical analysis, and by that they 

gave some intuitive justifications on the gravity model. But perhaps the most classical 

and early application of the model to international trade was made by Hans Linnemann 

(1966), since there were more variables which were added and this went further towards 

a theoretical justification (Deardorff, 1998). In the last decade, the application of gravity 

model enjoyed a significant, Egger (2001); it was not only because of the more rigorous 

theoretical foundations (Anderson, 1979; Bergastrand, 1985, 1989, 1990; Helpman & 

Krugman, 1985, and Helpman, 1987, etc.) but also because it revealed the importance of 

bilateral trade relations (Wang & Winters, 1991; Hamilton & Winters, 1992 and other 

successors). Hamilton and Winter (1992) try to forecast the long-run trade flows 

between the existing economies of former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe by 

developing an empirical model of trade flows. Brülhart and Kelly (1999) manage to 
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predict the potential export values between Ireland to center countries of Eastern 

European by applying the gravity model-the dependent variable is the export value 

between Ireland and the central Eastern European countries, the explanatory variables 

are GNP (gross national product), GNP per capita, distance, remoteness, language and 

adjacency for both trading parties. 

 

2.2 Distance, a controversial topic 

There have been a great numbers of empirical studies using the gravity model to 

elucidate the importance of geographical distance of trade in goods (Disdier& Head, 

2008), digital commodities (Blum &Goldfard, 2006) and service (Kimura & Lee, 2006). 

Anderson & Wincoop (2004) demonstrate that the geographical distance is more than a 

proxy for just transportation costs. Furthermore, Behar (2009) illustrates that there are 

three possibilities which may cause scale changes in trading between countries which 

are bigger exporters, bigger importers, and are less distant. Nevertheless, as Limão and 

Venables(2001, p. 471) calculate, if it comes to landlocked countries, „transport costs 

are 50 percent higher and trade volume 60 percent lower than the representative 

coastal economy‟.  

 

However, many other studies‟ authors claim that „distance is dead‟. Cairncross (1997), 

states that in international trade, innovative ways of transportation and advanced 

information technologies are diminishing the distance. Moreover, the decline in the 

costs and increase in the speed of electronic communications and services have 

produced the statement that “The World Is Flat” (Friedman, 2005). This eventually 

leads to the claim that „distance is dead‟. In the studies of Helpman (1987), the author 

estimates the derivation of a proportional relation between trades‟ flow and GDPs of 

countries with distance excluded as explanatory variable. Berha, Manners and Nelson 

(2009) demonstrate that the function of distance can be a man-made technological 

feature in practice. Moreover Batra (2006, p. 3) lists the reasons why there is an 

exclusion of distance: „the proxy for transport costs, distance is an indicator of time, 

synchronization costs, transaction costs and culture distance‟. 
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2.3 Linder effect 

Based on the factor-proportions model conducted by Eli Heckscher in 1919, Berlin 

Ohlin (1933) and Paul Samuelson (1949) amended the factor-proportions model. 

Afterwards they presented a model known as Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson (H-O-S) 

model (Mcpherson et al. 2001). The H-O-S model illustrates the trade pattern; and 

describes the supply side phenomenon in economics. However, because of its limits in 

explaining economic phenomenon, this model has been challenged in many ways. Some 

researchers found that H-O-S model has the „Leontief Paradox
1
‟ (Leamer, 1980); 

Researchers also found the H-O-S model itself cannot explain the trade pattern between 

developing and developed countries accurately. Eventually, there are studies‟ authors 

managed to develop alternative models.  

 

In 1961, Staffan Burenstam Linder published the famous text on both theoretical and 

empirical sides on the patterns of international trade. Linder‟s approach indicates that 

since the determination of trade and production is domestic demand, the preferences and 

demand pattern are more similar between countries which are closer, and their 

commodities‟ composition of trade are more similar, and the bilateral trading volumes 

between the countries are greater. Since the Linder hypothesis signifies the similarity in 

per capita is the determinant of a bilateral trade pattern (Choi, 2002), therefore the 

Linder hypothesis can be set as a modified gravity-type trade model as shown in 

Equation (5). 

 

 

There are various aspects of trade theories on imperfect competition that are also based 

upon the main hypothesis emerging from Linder‟s approach (Arnon&Weinblatt, 1998). 

Thursby and Thursby (1987) estimate Linder hypothesis by using a sample of 17 

countries for the period of 1974 to 1982, they find a strong support for the Linder 

hypothesis and that the value of bilateral trade can be affected by exchange risk. This 

                                                 
1
The Leontief Paradox (1954) makes a misunderstanding based on simple conceptual. He applies the in-

tuitively indication with false hypothesis on the statement of country is poorly endowed if the capital 

per people reflected in exports is less than the capital per people reflected in imports.  
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risk is conducted by measuring exchange rates through both real and nominal estimation 

methods. Choi (2001) applies an extensive data set of bilateral trade covering 63 

countries for more than 20 years, and finds that the Linder hypothesis is being approved. 

 

However, Kenny and McHugh (1980) and Qureshi, Frenchand Sailors (1980) test the 

Linder theory according to changes in tendencies to trade against changes in income 

differences between two points in time to reject the influence of distance. The Linder 

hypothesis does not support their methods through the results. Moreover, Hoftyzer 

(1984) tries to get support from Linder hypothesis of geographic distance and 

membership have stronger effect on trade pattern in free trade areas for his studies, but 

Linder hypothesis does not support it either. 

 

This paper seeks to approve the Linder hypothesis that consumers with similar level of 

income will tend to have similar tastes, and on the international market countries would 

like to trade more intensively with countries with more similar income structures.  

 

2.4 Previous studies 

There have been a great number of previous studies associated with bilateral trade and 

gravity model with Linder effect. After examining the trade pattern similarity of Linder 

hypothesis through time series method, Chow, Kellman and Shachmurove (1999) stated 

that the Linder hypothesis is a useful model which can explain the observed levels and 

changes in bilateral trade intensities associated with Pacific Basin NIC manufactured 

exports to OECD‟s major markets. The data obtained by the authors were collected 

from1965 to 1990.  

The gravity model of trade is an important model in international economics‟ studies. It 

makes predictions of bilateral trade flow based on the distance between two countries as 

well as their respective economic factors. Walter Isard applied the model the first time 

in 1954. The equation of gravity model can be shown as follows:  

 

Fij = G
M i M j

D ij
                                                                                                                          (1) 
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Where F is the trade flow; Mi and Mj denoted for the economic mass of each country; Dij 

is the estimated distance between the countries, and G is proportionality of a constant. 

For the sake of simplicity in estimation of econometric method, equation (1) can be 

transformed into: 

Fij = G

 

 
 Mi

β1
Mj

β2

Dij
β3 

 

 
 

εij                                                                                               (2) 

In equation (2), Fij represents the trade volume between country i and country j; Mi and 

Mj represent economic factors for country i and country j; Dij represents the distance 

between the two countries i and j, and εij  represents the error term with expectation 

which equal to 1. 

 

3 Model Specification 

 

In order to estimate the trade flow in a simpler approach, logarithmic
2
 form is being 

taken for both sides of equation (2): 

 

lnFij = β
0

+ β
1

ln Mi + β
2

ln Mj − β
3

ln Dij + εij                                         (3) 

 

In equation (3), Fij represents the trade flows between country i and country j; Mi and Mj 

represent economic factors for country i and country j; Dij represents the distance 

between the two countries i and j, and εij  represents the error term with expectation 

value of 1. 

 

After applying the natural logarithm form, the economic model then can be built as a 

linear regression model, Gul and Yasin (2011, p.25) explain that „the equation of 

gravity model is often transformed into linear form so that it conforms to the usual 

regression analysis‟. Moreover, as originally suggested by Tinbergen (1962) and 

Linnemann (1966) that there is a great number of empirical studies have followed the 

                                                 
2
 Log stands for natural logarithm in the whole paper 
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log-linearised form (Siliverstovs & Schumacher, 2009). Also, it is one of the simplest 

approaches to illustrating the relationship between dependent variable and independent 

variables as shown in equation (3).  

 

4 Data and Model Estimation 

In this paper, the historical data from year 2001 to 2010 between China and its fourteen 

largest trading partners is being applied (United Nations Statistics Division, 2012). 

From the unit roots tests‟ results the original version of the variables, except for the 

population variable, is stationary. The other variables are non-stationary. However, after 

applying the unit root tests the variables become stationary. The estimations are based 

on the variables taken on their first difference. And all the estimation results are shown 

in Table 3 and Table 4, the details of the unit root tests are illustrated in section 5.1. 

 

Moreover, from Table (5), the results of the Hausman test, it cannot reject the null 

hypothesis, but for the sake of accuracy, both the random and random-effects are being 

adapted into the estimated regressions, more details are presented in section 5.2. In 

general, the first difference of all variables is used to run both fixed and random-effects 

regressions and the estimation method is Pooled Least Squares.  

 

4.1 Basic gravity model 

To measure whether distance and GDP have effects on the trade volume among China 

and its trading partners, the paper applies the following regression function: 

 

lnTRcjt = β
0

+ β
1

ln GDPct + β
2

ln GDPjt + β
3

ln DISTcjt  + εcjt                        (4) 
 

The variables are defined as: 

c: China 

j: the fourteen largest trading partners China 

TR: absolute value of bilateral trade flow between China and its trading partners 

GDP: absolute value of real gross domestic product  
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DIST: geographical distance between economic centers of China and its trading 

partners 

ε: error term. 

 

Two standard arguments of a gravity model are included: GDP, DIST. The GDP 

represents the size of an economy. DIST measures the geographical distance between 

economic centers of China and its trading partners. The expected sign of the distance 

coefficient β3 is negative due to the contrary relationship between trade and distance; 

and the GDP of China and its trading partners‟ coefficients β1, β2 are expected to be 

positive. The more comprehensive discussions on the dependent variable and 

independent variables are illustrated in section 4.3. 

 

4.2 Augmented gravity model 

To estimate the trade volume between China and its fourteen trading partners, the 

differential of GDP per capita (to test the Linder hypothesis), real exchange rate, GDP, 

population and geographical distance are included as explanatory variables. The paper 

applies the following regression function: 

 

lnTRcjt = β
0

+ β
1

ln GDPct + β
2

ln GDPjt + β
3

ln  DiffGDPCAPcjt   +

β
4

ln ERcjt  + β
5

ln POPct + β
6

ln POPjt + β
7

ln DISTcjt  + εcjt                          (5) 

The variables are defined as: 

c: China 

j: the fourteen largest trading partners China 

TR: absolute value of bilateral trade flow between China and its trading partners 

GDP: absolute value of real gross domestic product  

DiffGDPCAP: absolute value of differential GDP per capita between China and its 

trading partners 

DIST: geographical distance between economic centers of China and its trading 

partners 

ER: real exchange rate 

POP: population 

ε: error term. 
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The GDP of China and its trading partners‟ coefficients β1, β2 are expected to be positive. 

The DiffGDPCAP coefficient β3, Er coefficientβ4andthe DIST coefficientβ7are expected 

to comprise negative signs. And more complete discussions on the dependent variable 

and independent variables are illustrated in section 4.3. 

 

4.3 Data 

In the economic model, the largest fourteen trading partners of China are being chosen 

according to the trading value of year 2011 (United Nations Statistics Division, 2012) 

and from year 2001 to 2010 as a panel data formation. The dependent variable in the 

regression is the trading volume between China and its fourteen partners. The data are 

collected both from import and export sides. The data of GDP, differential GDP per 

capita, real exchange rate, and population are from World Bank Indicators (2012). The 

data of geographical distance between two countries are from the CEPII Distance 

database (2012). The details of the chosen data are shown in Table (2) and follow. 

Table 2: Data explanation 

Variable Variable construction Data source 

TRcj Value of bilateral exports between 

China and origin country j in 

million USD 

UN COMTRADE data-base 

GDPj Real GDP of origin country j in 

million USD 

World Bank Indicators 

GDPc Real GDP of  China  in million 

USD 

World Bank Indicators 

ERj Real exchange rate of origin 

country j versus USD 

World Bank Indicators 

diffGDPCAPcj Differential of GDP per capita 

between country j and China in 

million USD 

World Bank Indicators 

POPcj Population of origin country j and 

China 

World Bank Indicators 

Distcj Distance between economic 

centers of origin country j and 

China in kilometers 

CEPII distance database 

 

 

http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm
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Dependent variable 

In order to estimate how bilateral trading volume is affected by the independent 

variables, the trading volume between the Chinese largest fourteen trading partners and 

China from year 2001 to 2010is recorded in the estimated econometrics model as the 

dependent variable. 

 

Independent variables 

From the existing literatures, there are many explanatory variables which affect the 

trading volume. Sohn (2005) uses explanatory variables-GDP, product of chosen 

countries‟ per capita and distance to explain the bilateral trade flows of South Korea 

through gravity model approach. Martinez-Zarzoso (2003) applied gravity model to 

evaluate determinants GDP, population, distance and preferential trade agreements 

among 47 countries on bilateral trade flows among those chosen countries. Among 

these factors, there are five main economic factors chosen to measure and to analyze in 

this paper. These independent variables are national income, differential of GDP per 

capita, population, real exchange rate, and distance.  

 

National income  

National income is the most common explanatory variable when applying gravity model. 

As stated by Christie (2001) the trading volume between countries is proportional to the 

product of each country‟s economic mass which is measured by GDP. Generally, it 

directly affects the trading volume, because as the national income increases, people 

have more money for purchasing goods or services, and this increase in demand 

somehow affects the export and import performance of a country. Thus, national income 

has positive effects on the economic model. In the economic model, the national income 

is usually measured as the real gross domestic product (GDP) of the origin countries. In 

this paper, there are 14 countries‟ GDP from 2001 to 2010 are being applied. 

 

Real exchange rate  
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Exchange rate is also considered to be an important variable in explaining trading 

volume. It can affect the living cost and purchasing power of domestic goods and 

foreign goods. Egger and Pfaffermayr (2002) support the idea that the real exchange 

rate is interpreted as an increase in the derivation from the average bilateral exchange 

rate on a typical bilateral trade flow. The import or export performance of a nation is 

dependent on the exchange rate. For example, currently the real exchange rate is six for 

the currency of China against the currency of America, which means one USD can 

exchange six RMB. When the exchange rate increase to seven, for Chinese citizen, USD 

is relatively more expensive than before; and for China the price of importing goods 

from American will also be increased relatively, the domestic purchasing power in 

China of imported goods will decrease correspondingly to the rising prices of  imported 

goods. Subsequently, the trading volume between America and China will also decrease 

because of the decrease in demand. On the contrary, America will benefit from this 

increasing exchange rate. In this paper, 14 countries‟ real exchange rates versus USD 

from 2001 to 2010 are being applied. 

 

Distance  

As discussed earlier in this paper, distance is a controversial variable in its effects on 

bilateral trading volumes. In reality, long distance transport results in higher fuel usage 

and other relative costs. Greater distance leads to higher transportation costs, hence less 

trading volume. In order for the exporters and importers to minimize their costs, they 

will tend to choose less distant trading partners. In this paper, the geographical distance 

from 14 countries to China will be considered as one of the explanatory variables in 

estimating trading volume. 

 

Differential GDP per capita 

As illustrated by Linder (1961), the inequality between countries‟ GDP per capita is 

presented as the taste differences, and the share of bilateral trade is lower as the 

difference between two countries‟ GDP per capita is greater. Therefore, the relation 

between differential GDP per capita and trading volume is expected to have negative 

sign. However, as Helpman (1981), Krugman (1981), and Helpman and Krugman (1985) 

estimate this negative correlation by interpreting per capita GDP differences as capital-
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labor, endowment ratio differences. Helpman (1981) concludes that Linder‟s hypothesis 

is based on the assumption that relative demands change with per capita GDP. In this 

paper, the differential of GDP per capita between country j and China is being applied. 

 

Population 

It is difficult to define the expectation sign of population since; as Gleditsch (2002) 

indicates many resources of economic data cover only an incomplete set of the states in 

the world at any given point in time. Moreover, many data sources appear to 

systematically lack data from some states. 

 

5 Estimation Results 
The estimations especially focus on the relation between the differential GDP per capita 

and trading volume, since it can give the result on the performance of Linder effect. The 

data used in this paper are panel data, and estimations are made by using through 

Eviews 6 (a brief estimation results are shown in Appendix).  

 

The unit root tests is „A test of stationarity (or nonstationarity) that has become widely 

popular over the past several years is the unit root tests‟ as demonstrated by Gujarati 

and Porter (2009, p. 754). The stationary or nonstationary of estimated data occurs 

when the data are time series in random walks. Within the stationarity, at each point of 

time of the time series of the variables‟ mean, variance, and covariance remain the same, 

in short they are time invariant. On the other hand, in the nonstationary stochastic 

processes, the time series of the variables‟ mean or variance or both will vary with time. 

The most common appeared method for testing the stationarity or nonstationarity 

method is tau statistic which known as Dickey-Fuller (DF) test (Gujarati & Porter, 2009) 

the equation can be seen in Equation (6), and this model aims at testing forρ − 1 = 0, if 

it is zero, then the model is said to be non-stationary. 

 

∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝑡 + (𝜌 − 1)𝑌𝑡−1 +  𝛼𝑖∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
𝑚
𝑖=1                                                      (6) 

 

Within this model, where ∆ is the first difference operator, t is the time index, ρ is a 

coefficient, and εt  is a pure white noise error term,   
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After examining the stationary of the panel data, the basic gravity model, and the 

augmented gravity model are applied in cross-sectional estimation with random and 

random-effects (based on the Hausman test) in order to get the results and to show the 

relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable. 

 

5.1 Unit root tests 

According to asymptotical theory of the statistics, the regression results will be spurious 

and the result will not reflect the real relationship between the dependent variable and 

independent variables if the data is not stable (Gujarati and Porter, 2009). Since, this 

paper chooses data based from 2001 to 2010, the panel data model will be applied; in 

order to avoid spurious regression, a unit root test is conducted. The results are shown in 

Table (3) and Table (4): 

Table 3: Unit root tests' results in level
3
 

Variables (in level) Statistic Prob. Results 

Ln(Trcj) -7.081 0.151 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

Ln(GDPc) 4.722 1.000 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

Ln(GDPj) -2.825 0.697 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

Ln(diffGDPCAP) 4.943 1.000 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

Ln(Erj) -3.779 0.122 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

Ln(POPc) -41.653 0.000 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Ln(POPj) -7.081 0.151 Cannot reject Ho(10 percent), unstable 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

3
Within this paper, all the econometric estimations are based on the logarithm form for all analyzed variables, 

the calculation procedures of logarithm are through Excel calculations. The differential GDP per capita 

between China and its trading partners are calculated through: the logarithm form of GDP per capita in China 

minus the logarithm form of GDP per capita in China‟s trading partners‟ GDP per capita. Within fixed-effects 

estimation, distance is excluded in basic gravity model and augmented gravity model without Linder effect; 

differential GDP per capita is excluded in augmented gravity model with Linder effect.  
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Table 4: Unit root tests' results in 1st difference 

Variables (in 1st 

difference) 

Statistic Prob. Results 

Dln(Trcj) -8.325 0.000 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(GDPc) -7.073 0.023 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(GDPj) -7.464 0.002 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(DGDPCAP) -6.239 0.071 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(Erj) -7.684 0.001 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(POPc) -11.899 0.000 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

Dln(POPj) -17.575 0.000 Can reject Ho(10 percent), stable 

 

From the above unit root estimation results in Table (3), except the variable Ln (POPc) 

which is stable in level, the other variables are stable in the first difference estimation as 

shown in Table (4). Hence, all the estimations that this paper takes are all based upon 

the first difference estimation data. 

 

5.2 Hausman test 

As demonstrated by Clark and Linzer (2012), the Hausman test is an estimation method 

to identify whether the explanatory variables are orthogonal to the unit effects, namely, 

the test statistic H is a measure of the difference between the fixed-effects and random-

effects as can be shown on equation (7): 

 

𝐻 =  𝛽 𝑅𝐸 − 𝛽 𝐹𝐸 
′
 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝛽 𝐹𝐸 − 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝛽 𝑅𝐸  

−1
(𝛽 𝑅𝐸 − 𝛽 𝐹𝐸)                                      (7) 

 

If there is the dependent variable, in this case, the bilateral trading value and the unit ef-

fects has no correlation, then there is no difference between the estimated β in the fixed-

effects model 𝛽 𝐹𝐸  and the estimated β in the random-effects model𝛽 𝑅𝐸 . This statistic 

follows the chi-square distribution with the number of degrees of freedom equal to the 

rank of matrix𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝛽 𝐹𝐸 − 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝛽 𝑅𝐸 . 
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According to Verbeek (2008), there are two ways to estimate panel data, the random-

effects and random-effects. A Hausman test is being applied in order to determine 

which effect to be used for the further estimation of gravity model. The Hausman 

specification tests compares the fixed versus random effects under the null hypothesis, 

the null hypothesis is that the individual effects are uncorrelated with the other 

regressors in the model (Hausman 1978), which provides the general idea of Hausman 

test-if correlated null hypothesis was rejected, it would be biased to process a random 

effect model procedure, so a fixed-effects model is preferred. (Test if 𝑥𝑖𝑡 and 𝛼𝑖 are 

uncorrelated) 

 

Table 5: Hausman test result 

Test Summary Chi-Square statistic Chi-Square d.f. Prob. 

Cross-section random 2.661 7 0.915 

 

As shown in Table (5), the p-value of Hausman is 0.915; it is greater than 10 percent 

thus the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. As stated by Clark and Linzer (2012) “if the 

Hausman test does not indicate a significant difference (p>0.05), however, it does 

necessarily follow that the random-effects estimator is “safely” free from bias, and 

therefore to be preferred over the fixed-effects estimator”.  Clark and Linzer (2012) also 

state that failure to reject null hypothesis does not state that the true correlation is zero 

rather the statistical power is not sufficient to null, thusly there will still be bias when 

using random variable, which implies both the random effect and fixed-effects can be 

adapted in to estimation regression. Also, for the sake of accuracy, the estimation 

progress will be based on both random and random-effects option. 

 

5.3 Basic gravity model results 

 

Ln (Tradecjt) = β
0 

+ β1LnGDPjt + β2LnDISTcjt + εc,jt                                                                             (8) 

 

The estimation of equation (8) is reproduced for the time period 2001-2010 and for a 

cross-section of 14 countries (the j countries) which implies 14 pairs of cross-

observation at year t. The results are shown in the Table (6) and Table (7). 
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Table 6: Estimation results of first difference basic Gravity model with random-effects 

Random-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(GDP in country j) -0.005 0.006 -0.911 0.354 

D(GDP in China) 0.728 0.241 3.023 0.003 

D(Distance) 0.009 0.019 0.463 0.644 

R-squared 0.079 

Adjusted R-squared 0.057 

F-statistic 3.508 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.017 

 

 Table 7: Estimation results of first difference basic Gravity model with fixed-effects 

 

 

Estimation results of basic gravity model at 10 percent significance level 

Random-effects 

The GDP in origin country j is found to have an insignificant coefficient of -0.005 

whereas the GDP in China is significant with coefficient of 0.728. However, from the 

statistic aspect, the distance is insignificant which cannot be used to explain the trading 

volume between China and country j.  

 

Fixed-effects 

The results under fixed-effects in basic gravity model exclude distance (in order to 

avoid the near singular matrix) tend to give the similar coefficient and P value GDP in 

China and country j associated with the random-effects. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixed-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(GDP in country j) -0.004 0.006 -0.647 0.519 

D(GDP in China) 0.728 0.241 3.023 0.003 

R-squared 0.147 

Adjusted R-squared 0.030 

F-statistic 1.267 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.235 
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5.4 Augmented gravity model 

In this section, two estimations are being applied: the augmented gravity model 

excludes differential GDP per capita, and the augmented gravity model includes 

differential GDP per capita in order to estimate the Linder effect. The general model 

employed is shown in equation (9): 

Ln (Trade
cjt

) = β
0 

+ β
1 

Ln X
1cjt

+ β
2 
LnX

2cjt
+.... +εcjt                                                                      (9) 

X stands for quantitative/ordinary variables: GDP, distance, population, differential 

GDP per capita and exchange rate. The results of augmented gravity model excluded 

differential GDP per capita are presented in Table (8) and Table (9) and a brief 

discussion is followed. In Table (10) and Table (11), the differential GDP per capita is 

included in order to assess the Linder effect and a brief discussion follows.  

Estimation results of augmented gravity model without Linder effect at 10 percent 

significance level 

Table 8: Estimation results of first difference Augmented Gravity model with random-effects 

Random-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(GDP in country j) 0.475 0.136 3.490 0.001 

D(GDP in China) 1.563 0.187 8.351 0 

D(Population in country 

j) 

-0.674 1.068 -0.632 0.529 

D(Population in China) 200.947 20.611 9.749 0 

D(Real exchange rate) -0.176 0.189 -0.933 0.3531 

D(Distance) 0.002 0.016 0.122 0.903 

R-squared 0.729 

Adjusted R-squared 0.713 

F-statistic 47.052 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 
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 Table 9: Estimation results of first difference Augmented Gravity model with fixed-effects 

Random-effects  

As can be seen from the Table (8), the coefficient of the GDP in country j is statistically 

significant with the coefficient 0.475 and the GDP of China is statistically significant 

with coefficient of 1.563. The coefficient of population variables is 200.947 in China 

which holds positive sign and statistically significant. On the contrary, the coefficient of 

population in country j is statistically insignificant. The coefficient of the distance holds 

a positive sign of 0.029 and statistically insignificant. The coefficient of real exchange 

rate is statistically insignificant and holds negative sign. 

 

Fixed-effects 

The estimation results with a fixed-effects present a more satisfied result, since the GDP 

of country j as well as China are now both significant with coefficients of 0.483 and 

1.59; the population coefficients for both China and country j are also significant with 

196.522 and -3.316 which means that the population of China seems to have a stronger 

impact on trade volume. However, the real exchange rate is statistically insignificant. 

 

 

Estimation results of augmented gravity model with Linder effect 

As shown in the table (10) and table (11), in addition to the primary variables, the 

absolute difference in GDP per capita for a pair of the trading countries and China is 

also included as an explanatory variable in the model in order to test the relative 

strength of the Linder hypothesis. 

Fixed-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(GDP in country j) 0.483 0.178 2.713 0.0079 

D(GDP in country China) 1.59 0.191 8.33 0 

D(Population in country j) -3.316 1.429 -2.319 0.023 

D(Population in China) 196.522 20.943 9.384 0 

D(Real exchange rate) -0.166 0.237 -0.699 0.486 

R-squared 0.779 

Adjusted R-squared 0.737 

F-statistic 18.240 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 
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Table 10: Estimation results for first difference Augmented Gravity model including Linder effect 

with random-effects 

 
Random-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(GDP in country j) -0.057 0.014 -3.866 0 

D(GDP in China) 1.862 0.233 8.008 0 

D(Population in country j) 0.113 1.111 0.101 0.919 

D(Population in China) 148.144 23.004 6.439 0 

D(Real exchange rate) -0.195 0.204 -0.955 0.342 

D(Differential GDP per ca-

pita between country j and 

China) 

0.582 0.156 3.724 0.003 

D(Distance) 0.004 0.014 0.305 0.761 

R-squared 0.577 

Adjusted R-squared 0.551 

F-statistic 22.757 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 

 

Random-effects  

The coefficients of GDP of China and country j are both significant with 1.862 and -

0.057; the population coefficient of China is highly significant of 148.144 whereas the 

population of country j is insignificant. The real exchange rate is also insignificant with 

coefficient of -0.195. The coefficient of the differential GDP per capita is positive and 

statistically significant of 0.582; whereas the distance coefficient is insignificant. 

Table 11: Estimation results for first difference Augmented Gravity model including Linder effect with 

fixed-effects 

Fixed-effects 

Independent Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Statistics Prob. 

D(Population in country j) -2.208 2.023 -1.092 0.278 

D(Population in China) 120.107 27.693 4.337 0 

D(Real exchange rate) -1.683 0.255 -6.597 0 

D(Differential GDP per capita be-

tween country j and China) 

-0.444 0.214 -2.074 0.0408 

R-squared 0.551 

Adjusted R-squared 0.469 

F-statistic 6.782 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 
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Fixed-effects  

In order to rule out the near singular matrix in the estimation, the GDP of country j and 

China as well as distance are excluded in estimation regression. Except the 

insignificance of the coefficient of population in country j, all other variables are 

significant. Population in China has a coefficient of 120.107; coefficient of real 

exchange rate holds a negative sign of 1.684, and the differential GDP per capita‟s 

coefficient holds a negative sign of 0.444. 

 

5.5 Further diagnostic tests 

In order to detect the heteroscedasticity of the estimation results that estimated in 

section 5.3 and 5.4, the White‟s general herteroscedasticity test is taken into 

consideration. As Gujarati and Porter (2009, p.388) illustrates “the White test can be a 

test of (pure) heteroscedasticity or specification error or both” by checking the 

estimated the number of observations * R
2 

value in chi-square distribution. If the 

observed value is greater than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected, namely 

there exists heteroscedasticity. The White tests‟ results for both fixed-effects and 

random-effects of R
2
 values for basic gravity model, augmented with and without 

Linder effect gravity model are presented in Table (12). 

Table 12: Estimation results of R-square for White test 

White test R-square results 

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 

Basic gravity model 0.079 0.147 

Augmented gravity model without Linder effect 0.543 0.779 

Augmented gravity model with Linder effect 0.577 0.551 

 

Table 13: Estimation results of R-square*number of observations for White test 

White test R-square*number of observations' results 

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 

Basic gravity model 9.954 18.522 

Augmented gravity model without Linder effect 67.875 87.248 

Augmented gravity model with Linder effect 72.125 61.712 
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Table 14: Critical results for Chi-square distribution 

Critical results for Chi-square distribution at 1% significance level 

 Random-effects Fixed-effects 

Basic gravity model 11.345 9.210 

Augmented gravity model without Linder effect 16.812 15.086 

Augmented gravity model with Linder effect 18.475 13.277 

 

By comparing Table (13) and Table (14), as long as the observed value is greater than 

the critical value, there exists heteroscedasticity. Since all the observed values except 

the basic gravity model with random-effects is smaller than critical value, all other 

variables in Table (13) are greater than their critical values. Thus, it can be concluded 

despite the random-effects estimation in basic gravity model, all the estimation results 

in section 5.3 and 5.4 contain heteroscedasticity. 

 

6 Discussion of Estimation Results 

As shown in the results of Unit root test and Hausman test, all the estimated variables 

are taken on the first difference level with both random and random-effects on 

econometrical regression analysis.  

 

The variable Dln(Trcjt) represents the first difference of bilateral trading volume 

between the largest fourteen trading partners of China and China itself in t year (2001 to 

2010); the variable Dln(GDPct) represents the first difference of GDP of China in year t; 

Dln(GDPjt) represents the first difference of China‟s fourteen largest trading partners in 

year t; Dln(diffGDPCAPcjt) represents the first difference of the differential of GDP per 

capita between China and its largest fourteen trading partners in year t; Dln(Ercjt) 

represents the first difference of real exchange rate between China and its trading 

partners in terms of USD in year t; Dln(POPct) means the first difference of population 

of China in year t; and Dln(POPjt) means the first difference of population of Chinese 

trading partners in year t. 
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More comprehensive discussions on estimation results are shown in the following 

sections. 

 

6.1 Basic gravity model 

Random-effects 

The basic gravity model of the bilateral trading volume of China is affected by only one 

main factor, the GDP of China. The r-squared for the basic gravity model regression 

function is 7.9 percent, it represents 7.9 percent of the variation of the dependent 

variable about its mean can be explained by regression model, namely, the bilateral 

trading volume of China is affected by the GDP of China. 

GDP: According to Thom, McDowell, Frank and Bernanke (2006), the link between 

GDP and trading is defined as, the bilateral trading volume which increase as the 

country‟s GDP increase. In the regression model, the GDP of China is expected to have 

positive effects on the bilateral trading volume. As the result shows, the coefficient of 

GDP for China is matching the expectation which hold positive sign. The coefficient of 

0.728 of the GDP of China shows that if the GDP of China increases by 1 percent, the 

bilateral trading volume between country j and China will increase by 0.728 percent. As 

for China‟s trading partners, county j, the coefficient of the estimated trading partners of 

China‟s GDP is -0.005 however the p-value illustrates this result is statistically 

insignificant. 

 

Distance: The coefficient of distance holds a negative sign of 0.009 which does not 

match the expectation-if there is the increase in distance, the transportation costs 

increase, followed by a decrease in bilateral trading volume. However the p-value 

indicates the results are statistically insignificant at 10 percent significance level. The 

reason why distance is no longer an explanation factors in bilateral trade is explained by 

Batra (2006), one of it is the proxy for transport costs, and another reason is the distance 

is an indicator of time which means it decreased while time elapsed.  
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Fixed-effects 

Similar results are shown in fixed-effects compared to the estimation with random-

effects. The r-squared for the basic gravity model regression function is 14.7 percent. 

This means that 14.7 percent of the variation of the dependent variable about its mean 

can be explained by the regression model. 

 

6.2 Augmented gravity model 

Random-effects 

In the augmented gravity model, the bilateral trading volume of China is affected by 

three main factors, the GDP of China and its trading partners; and population of China. 

The r-squared for the augmented gravity model regression function is 72.9 percent. It 

stands for 72.9 percent of the variation of the dependent variable about its mean can be 

explained by regression model.  

 

GDP: The coefficient of the Chinese GDP satisfied the theoretical expectations, and as 

increase by 1 percent in the GDP of China, will increase the bilateral trading volume 

between the estimated trading partners of China and China by 1.563 percent. And with a 

P-value of 0.000, this indicates that the GDP of China is highly significant for the 

estimated regression model. As for China‟s trading partners, county j, and the 

coefficient of country j‟s GDP is 0.475 which does match the theoretical expectations 

and the p-value is 0.001 which can be rejected at 10 percent significance level, the result 

shows as there is 1 percent increase in the GDP of China‟s trading partners, there will 

4.75 percent increase in the bilateral trading volume between the estimated trading 

partners of China and China. 

 

Population: The coefficient of population in China holds a positive sign whereas the 

coefficient of population in country j holds a negative sign. As mentioned, the sign of 

population‟s coefficient cannot be expected in advanced, for the estimation results, the 

coefficient of population in China is 200.947 which indicates that as the population 

increase by 1 percent in China, the bilateral trading volume will increase by 200.947 

percent, the p-value is 0.000 which shows this variable is statistically significant .On the 
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contrary, the coefficient of population in country j is -0.674, it represents that as the 

population of country j increases by 1 percent, the bilateral trading volume between 

China and country j will decrease by 0.674  percent, however, the p-value is 0.529 

which is greater than 10 percent significance value thus we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis, this variable is statistically insignificant.  

 

Real exchange rate: The coefficient of real exchange rate of country j in term of USD is 

expected to hold a negative sign, respectively, the coefficient of real exchange rate 

holds a negative sign of 0.176, which shows, that as the real exchange rate increase by 1 

percent, the bilateral trading volume will decrease by 0.176 percent, however the p-

value indicates the results is statistically insignificant with the p-value 0. 

 

Distance: The coefficient of distance holds a negative sign of 0.002 which matches the 

expectation: as the distance decreases, transportation costs will increase whereas the 

bilateral trading volume will decrease. The -0.002 represents that as the distance 

between country j and China increase by 1 percent, the bilateral trading volume will 

also decrease for 0.002; and the p-value of distance can reject null hypothesis, thus this 

variable is statistically significant which matches the theoretical expectation. 

 

Fixed-effects 

The distance is excluded as a variable in order to prevent near singular matrix. In the 

augmented gravity model the bilateral trading volume of China is affected by four main 

factors, the GDP of China; the GDP of country j, population of China, and population of 

country j. The r-squared for the augmented gravity model regression function is 77.9 

percent, which indicates 77.9 percent of the variation of the dependent variable about its 

mean can be explained by the regression model.  

 

GDP: The coefficients of GDP of China and country j are holding the theoretically 

expected signs-positive signs. The coefficients of GDP in China and its trading partners 

are 0.483 and 1.59; the p-values are 0.0079 and 0 which can reject null hypothesis at 10 

percent significance level which indicate the results are statistically significant. The 

economical factors can be read as with increasing in GDP of estimated trading partners 
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of China and China by 1 percent, the trade volume associated with these two will 

increase by 0.483 percent and 1.59 percent. 

 

Population: The coefficients of population for both country j and China are significant 

at 10 percent significance level with -3.316 and 196.522. The coefficients indicate that 

as there is 1 percent increase in population of estimated trading partners and China, the 

bilateral trade volume will decrease by 3.316 percent and increase by 196.522 percent 

respectively. 

 

Real exchange rate: Although the real exchange rate holds a theoretical expectation 

negative sign; the p-value of 0.486 is statistically insignificant at 10 percent significance 

level. 

 

6.3 Augmented gravity model including Linder effect 

Random-effects 

In the augmented gravity model the bilateral trading volume of China is affected by four 

main factors: the GDP of China, the GDP of the estimated trading partners, the 

population of China, and the differential GDP per capita. The r-squared for the 

augmented gravity model regression function is 57.7 percent, 55.1 percent of the 

variation of the dependent variable about its mean can be explained by the regression 

model.  

 

GDP: The results of the GDP of China satisfy the theoretical expectation, as a 1 percent 

in GDP, will induce the bilateral trading volume between the estimated trading partners 

and China by 1.862 percent and it is significant for the estimated regression model. As 

for the Chinese trading partners, the coefficient of country j‟s GDP is -0.057 which 

shows that an increase of 1 percent in country j‟s GDP, will decrease the bilateral 

trading volume by 0.008 percent, meanwhile, the p-value is 0.000 which is significant 

for this model which does not match the theoretical expectation. 
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Population: The coefficient of population in China holds a positive number of 148.144 

which indicates that as the population increase by 1 percent in China, the bilateral 

trading volume will increase by 148.144 percent; the p-value is 0 which shows this 

variable is statistically significant; the coefficient of population in country j is 0.113, 

however it is statistically insignificant. 

 

Real exchange rate: The coefficient of real exchange rate of country j in term of USD is 

holding a theoretical expectation negative sign of -0.195; as the real exchange rate 

increase by 1 percent, the bilateral trading volume will decrease by 0.563 percent, 

however, this result is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.342. 

 

Differential GDP per capita: The coefficient of differential of GDP per capita is 

expected to hold a negative sign, the smaller difference of GDP per capita between 

China and its estimated trading partners, the greater the trade volume will occur. 

However, the result is statistically significant with a positive coefficient of 0.582 which 

does not match the theoretical expectations. 

 

Distance: The coefficient of distance holds a positive sign of 0.004 which does not 

match the expectation-as with the increase in distance, transportation costs will decrease 

and so will the bilateral trading volume. However, statistically insignificant with the p-

value of distance is 0.761. 

 

Fixed-effects  

In order to avoid near singular matrix, the distance and GDP for both China and 

Chinese fourteen partners are excluded from the test. In the augmented gravity model 

the bilateral trading volume of China is affected by three main factors, population of 

China, the real exchange rate and differential GDP per capita. The r-squared for the 

augmented gravity model regression function is 55.1 percent.  

 

Population: The coefficient of the Chinese population is 120.107 and it is statistically 

significant at 10 percent significance level. The economical factor illustrates that a 1 
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percent increase in Chinese population, will increase the bilateral trading volume by 

120.107 percent which satisfies the theoretical expectation. 

 

Real exchange rate: The coefficient of the real exchange rate is -1.684 and it is 

statistically significant at 10 percent significance level. As the real exchange rate 

increase by 1 percent, the trading volume will decrease by 1.684 percent which also 

matches the theoretical expectation. 

 

Differential GDP per capita: The coefficient of differential of GDP per capita is 

expected to hold a negative sign, and the smaller the difference of GDP per capita 

between China and country j, the greater the trade volume will occur. The results show 

that the coefficient of differential GDP per capita holds a negative sign of 0.444 which 

has the p-value of 0.041 and it is statistically significant at 10 percent significance level. 

As the differential GDP per capita increase by 1 percent, the bilateral trading volume 

will decrease by 0.444 percent which matches the theoretical expectation, moreover the 

Linder effect is being approved. 

 

7 Conclusion 

By applying the gravity model and Linder effect through the statistical data of China 

and its fourteen largest trading partners, the relations between estimated economic 

factors and bilateral trading value are analyzed within this paper. The tendency of the 

volume in bilateral trading is measured by the GDP and population of China and the 

estimated trading partners of China, the real exchange rate of estimated trading partners 

of China against USD, the geographical distance between economical center of China, 

the estimated trading partners of China; and the differential GDP per capita in pairs 

between China and its trading partners. Among these economic factors, the differential 

GDP per capita in pairs is included in order to test Linder hypothesis.   

 

The selected trading partners of China are obtained through the ranking process for the 

year 2011; the fourteen countries ranked with the highest trading value for China are 
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selected as the estimated objective countries. These countries are: USA, Hong Kong, 

Japan, Rep. of Korea, Germany, Netherlands, India, United Kingdom, Singapore, 

Australia, Italy, Brazil, France, and Indonesia. The observation period in this paper is 

conducted from 2001 to 2010. The panel data are based upon the variables taken in their 

first difference; and the statistical regressions are ran through both random and fixed 

estimation effects in basic gravity model, augmented gravity model, and augmented 

gravity model with Linder effect. 

 

In general, within these three formulations of gravity models, the estimation with fixed-

effects performs better than the random-effects model, since the estimation results in 

fixed-effects provides a more satisfactory outcomes of the estimated economic factors 

on the theoretical expectations, especially on the Linder hypothesis. 

 

In conclusion, the overall performance of the GDP as a variable fulfilled the theoretical 

expectation with a positive relation to trading volume. Moreover, the performance of the 

variable distance is not consistent over all of the econometrical tests, the variable 

population performs  more consistently in fixed-effects rather than random-effects, with 

a positive relation to trading volume, the variable real exchange rate satisfies the 

theoretical expectations on both estimation effects-with a negative relation to trading 

volume, and the performance of differential GDP per capita which aims to test the 

Linder hypothesis, results turns to support under fixed estimation effect, a negative 

relation to trading volume. 

 

8 Further Studies 

Although most of the results are in line with the theoretical expectation, there are still 

several recommendations for future studies. For example, specifying more economic 

variables that may affect the trading volume between China and its partners the inflation 

rate, price and other data. Moreover, it would be interesting to analyze relative stock 

fluctuation to discover how risks in relative stocks can affect the trading. A longer time 

line and broader sample size would be helpful in deriving more accurate estimation 
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results from the regressions. Moreover, it would be interesting to analyze why fixed 

estimation effect seems to support the Linder effects whereas the random estimation 

effect does not. Also, as the White‟s test results show, there should be further statistical 

estimations taking into consideration. 
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10. Appendix 
 

10.1 Unit root test estimation results 

Level: 

Real Exchange Rate  

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross- sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -3.77965  0.0001  13  105 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -1.09284  0.1372  13  105 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  34.5560  0.1216  13  105 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  41.7955  0.0258  13  109 

 

GDP of China 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t*  4.72155  1.0000  15  135 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat   7.13880  1.0000  15  135 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  2.06722  1.0000  15  135 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  2.04179  1.0000  15  135 

 

GDP of China's trading partners 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -2.82474  0.0024  13  117 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat   0.98315  0.8372  13  117 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  21.8570  0.6965  13  117 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  53.5867  0.0011  13  117 

 

Differential GDP per capita 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t*  4.94275  1.0000  14  122 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat   6.55873  1.0000  14  122 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  4.92524  1.0000  14  122 
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PP - Fisher Chi-square  3.18578  1.0000  14  125 

 

Population of China 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -41.6531  0.0000  14  126 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -24.1164  0.0000  14  126 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  273.064  0.0000  14  126 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  275.057  0.0000  14  126 

 

Population of China's trading partners 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -13.0065  0.0000  14  118 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -1.91826  0.0275  14  118 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  37.3512  0.1113  14  118 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  65.3960  0.0001  14  126 

 

Bilateral trading value 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -7.08108  0.0000  14  121 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -1.07782  0.1406  14  121 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  35.6660  0.1513  14  121 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  70.8441  0.0000  14  126 

 

1
st
 level difference: 

Real exchange rate 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -7.68347  0.0000  13  91 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -2.76027  0.0029  13  91 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  53.8755  0.0011  13  91 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  51.2683  0.0022  13  96 

 

GDP of China 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -7.0731  0.0000  14  112 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  
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Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -2.11353  0.0173  14  112 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  44.7833  0.0232  14  112 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  63.0923  0.0002  14  112 

 

GDP of China's trading partners 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -7.46397  0.0000  14  105 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -2.81947  0.0024  14  105 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  55.4075  0.0015  14  105 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  54.3443  0.0020  14  112 

 

Differential GDP per capita 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -6.2391  0.0000  14  107 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -1.3029  0.0963  14  107 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  39.6791  0.0706  14  107 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  24.3416  0.6634  14  111 

 

Population of China 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -11.8984  0.0000  14  112 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -4.33253  0.0000  14  112 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  73.2501  0.0000  14  112 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  149.978  0.0000  14  112 

 

Population of China's trading partners 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -17.5749  0.0000  14  106 

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -5.58806  0.0000  14  106 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  79.6757  0.0000  14  106 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  68.5553  0.0000  14  112 

 

 

Bilateral trade value 

Method Statistic Prob.** Cross-sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* -8.34267  0.0000  14  90 
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Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat  -5.87327  0.0000  14  90 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  95.3901  0.0000  14  90 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  133.551  0.0000  14  98 

 

10.2 Basic gravity model estimation results 

Random-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.00199 0.174637 -0.011397 0.9909 

GDP of China's trading partners -0.005033 0.005524 -0.911152 0.364 

GDP of China 0.728095 0.240858 3.022929 0.0031 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.009209 0.019895 0.462889 0.6443 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0 

Hong Kong--C 0 

Japan--C 0 

Rep. of Korea--C 0 

Germany--C 0 

Netherland--C 0 

India--C 0 

UK--C 0 

Singapore--C 0 

Australia--C 0 

Italy--C 0 

France--C 0 

India--C 0 

Russia--C 0 

Statistics  

R-squared 0.079405 

Adjusted R-squared 0.056767 

F-statistic 3.507654 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.017456 

 

Fixed-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-

Statistic 

Prob.   

C 0.076649 0.042321 1.811137 0.0728 

GDP of China's trading partners -0.003763 0.005815 -0.64711 0.5189 

GDP of China 0.728017 0.240858 3.022604 0.0031 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C -0.023467 

Hong Kong--C -0.040401 
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Japan--C -0.061928 

Rep. of Korea--C -0.002812 

Germany--C 0.002387 

Netherland--C 0.009247 

India--C 0.118669 

UK--C -0.022036 

Singapore--C -0.013727 

Australia--C 0.044827 

Italy--C -0.002154 

France--C -0.003006 

India--C 0.008305 

Russia--C -0.013904 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.147343 

Adjusted R-squared 0.031072 

F-statistic 1.267235 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.23517 

 

 

10.3 Augmented gravity model without Linder effect estimation re-

sults 

Random-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -1.27822 0.199167 -6.417837 0 

Population of China 200.9472 20.61053 9.749735 0 

Population of China‟s trading part-

ners 

-0.674286 1.067656 -0.631558 0.529 

Real exchange rate -0.176091 0.188784 -0.932767 0.3531 

GDP of China 1.563302 0.187191 8.351367 0 

GDP of China's trading partners 0.474592 0.135979 3.490178 0.0007 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.001974 0.016169 0.122109 0.903 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0.001536 

Hong Kong--C -0.006461 

Japan--C -0.021992 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.0065 

Germany--C -0.000398 

Netherland--C 0.001413 

India--C 0.05783 

UK--C -0.001034 

Singapore--C 0.003174 

Australia--C 0.019486 

Italy--C -0.007233 

France--C -0.00217 

India--C -0.01568 

Russia--C -0.03497 
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Statistics 

R-squared 0.728901 

Adjusted R-squared 0.71341 

F-statistic 47.05208 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 

 

 

 

Fixed-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -1.221808 0.140709 -8.683217 0 

GDP of China's trading partners 0.483343 0.178153 2.713081 0.0079 

GDP of China 1.590442 0.190919 8.330436 0 

Population of China 196.5222 20.94307 9.383641 0 

Population of China‟s trading part-

ners 

-3.315895 1.429428 -2.319735 0.0225 

Real exchange rate -0.165944 0.237131 -0.699798 0.4858 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0.009758 

Hong Kong--C -0.019551 

Japan--C -0.062285 

Rep. of Korea--C -0.000353 

Germany--C -0.020803 

Netherland--C -0.005663 

India--C 0.131952 

UK--C -0.005409 

Singapore--C 0.048321 

Australia--C 0.060538 

Italy--C -0.014106 

France--C -0.004817 

India--C -0.019766 

Russia--C -0.097816 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.779269 

Adjusted R-squared 0.736547 

F-statistic 18.24041 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 

 

 

10.4 Augmented gravity model with Linder effect estimation results 

Random-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.94155 0.196052 -4.80256 0 

GDP of China‟s trading partners -0.05703 0.014379 -3.96612 0.0001 

GDP of China 1.861973 0.232517 8.007894 0 

Population of China 148.1444 23.00418 6.439894 0 

Population of China's trading partners 0.112571 1.110989 0.101325 0.9195 
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Real exchange rate -0.19521 0.204447 -0.95482 0.3416 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.004332 0.014201 0.305039 0.7609 

Differential GDP per capita 0.581672 0.156185 3.724255 0.0003 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0.000644 

Hong Kong--C -0.000516 

Japan--C -0.005034 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.00153 

Germany--C 0.001381 

Netherland--C 0.00173 

India--C 0.014505 

UK--C -7.25E-05 

Singapore--C -0.001383 

Australia--C 0.002097 

Italy--C 0.000726 

France--C 0.000221 

India--C -0.004174 

Russia--C -0.011654 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.576547 

Adjusted R-squared 0.551212 

F-statistic 22.75708 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 

 

Fixed-effects estimation 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.55462 0.174767 -3.1735 0.002 

Population of China 120.1066 27.69339 4.337013 0 

Population of China's trading partners -2.20829 2.022515 -1.09185 0.2777 

Real exchange rate -1.68278 0.255071 -6.59729 0 

Differential GDP per capita -0.44424 0.21422 -2.07374 0.0408 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C -0.005474 

Hong Kong--C -0.040092 

Japan--C -0.12624 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.012569 

Germany--C -0.054599 

Netherland--C -0.032195 

India--C 0.198623 

UK--C -0.021529 

Singapore--C 0.019138 

Australia--C 0.024159 

Italy--C -0.051087 

France--C -0.037026 

India--C 0.067365 

Russia--C 0.046389 

Statistics 
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R-squared 0.550887 

Adjusted R-squared 0.469665 

F-statistic 6.782445 

Prob(F-statistic) 0 

 

10.5 Estimation results of White test 

Basic gravity model 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.00199 0.16862 -0.011804 0.9906 

GDP of China  0.728095 0.256441 2.839233 0.0053 

GDP of China's trading partners -0.00503 0.001578 -3.18984 0.0018 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.009209 0.018828 0.489107 0.6256 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0 

Hong Kong--C 0 

Japan--C 0 

Rep. of Korea--C 0 

Germany--C 0 

Netherland--C 0 

India--C 0 

UK--C 0 

Singapore--C 0 

Australia--C 0 

Italy--C 0 

France--C 0 

India--C 0 

Russia--C 0 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.079405 

 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C 0.076649 0.052466 1.46092 0.1469 

GDP of China  0.728017 0.259616 2.804204 0.006 

GDP of China's trading partners -0.00376 0.001943 -1.93683 0.0553 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C -0.023467 

Hong Kong--C -0.040401 

Japan--C -0.061928 

Rep. of Korea--C -0.002812 

Germany--C 0.002387 
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Netherland--C 0.009247 

India--C 0.118669 

UK--C -0.022036 

Singapore--C -0.013727 

Australia--C 0.044827 

Italy--C -0.002154 

France--C -0.003006 

India--C 0.008305 

Russia--C -0.013904 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.147343 

 

Augmented gravity model without Linder effect 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -1.05139 0.244942 -4.29241 0 

Population of China 1.495128 0.229544 6.513476 0 

Population of China‟s trading partners -0.00529 0.001248 -4.24228 0 

GDP of China 167.2294 26.67233 6.269773 0 

GDP of China's trading partners -0.72366 1.368014 -0.52899 0.5978 

Real exchange rate -0.73511 0.175429 -4.19037 0.0001 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.004955 0.017416 0.284508 0.7765 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C -0.004043 

Hong Kong--C -0.009164 

Japan--C -0.032904 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.004964 

Germany--C -0.005064 

Netherland--C -0.000528 

India--C 0.064023 

UK--C -0.006468 

Singapore--C -0.003222 

Australia--C 0.006204 

Italy--C -0.00491 

France--C -0.005362 

India--C 0.008513 

Russia--C -0.012038 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.543221 

 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -1.22181 0.168585 -7.24743 0 
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GDP of China  1.590442 0.222749 7.140066 0 

GDP of China's trading partners 0.483343 0.23437 2.062306 0.042 

Population of China 196.5222 25.76129 7.628587 0 

Population of China‟s trading partners -3.3159 0.744049 -4.45656 0 

Real exchange rate -0.16594 0.292536 -0.56726 0.5719 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0.009758 

Hong Kong--C -0.019551 

Japan--C -0.062285 

Rep. of Korea--C -0.000353 

Germany--C -0.020803 

Netherland--C -0.005663 

India--C 0.131952 

UK--C -0.005409 

Singapore--C 0.048321 

Australia--C 0.060538 

Italy--C -0.014106 

France--C -0.004817 

India--C -0.019766 

Russia--C -0.097816 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.779269 

 

Augmented gravity model with Linder effect 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.94155 0.215408 -4.37101 0 

GDP of China  1.861973 0.234154 7.95193 0 

GDP of China‟s trading partners -0.05703 0.015793 -3.61092 0.0005 

Population of China 148.1444 26.41057 5.609287 0 

Population of China's trading partners 0.112571 1.214306 0.092704 0.9263 

Real exchange rate -0.19521 0.219622 -0.88884 0.3759 

Geographical distance between China 

and its trading partners 

0.004332 0.013245 0.327055 0.7442 

Differential GDP per capita 0.581672 0.179586 3.23897 0.0016 

Random Effects (Cross) 

US--C 0.000644 

Hong Kong--C -0.000516 

Japan--C -0.005034 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.00153 

Germany--C 0.001381 

Netherland--C 0.00173 

India--C 0.014505 

UK--C -7.25E-05 

Singapore--C -0.001383 
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Australia--C 0.002097 

Italy--C 0.000726 

France--C 0.000221 

India--C -0.004174 

Russia--C -0.011654 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.576547 

 
Dependent Variable: Bilateral trading value between China and its trading partners 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C -0.55462 0.252252 -2.19869 0.0304 

Population of China 120.1066 38.97494 3.081637 0.0027 

Population of China's trading partners -2.20829 1.162984 -1.89881 0.0607 

Real exchange rate -1.68278 0.303031 -5.55316 0 

Differential GDP per capita -0.44424 0.300648 -1.4776 0.1429 

Fixed Effects (Cross) 

US--C -0.005474 

Hong Kong--C -0.040092 

Japan--C -0.12624 

Rep. of Korea--C 0.012569 

Germany--C -0.054599 

Netherland--C -0.032195 

India--C 0.198623 

UK--C -0.021529 

Singapore--C 0.019138 

Australia--C 0.024159 

Italy--C -0.051087 

France--C -0.037026 

India--C 0.067365 

Russia--C 0.046389 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.550887 

 


